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You are in the game #1



Anyone guessed it?

Do you know the share (%) of solar resources
in the EU primary energy production in 2020?

Do you know the average percentage (%)
of energy losses in the electricity grid?

Do you know how many EU citizens
suffered energy poverty in 2020? 

2.9%

5%

35 milion

sources: eurostat, IEA



Renewable Energy Communities

European directive (REDII) to faster renewable energy deployment
and hit the 2030 REPowerEU targets 

Innovative model that introduces energy sharing economy while
diminishing grid losses and energy poverty, by producing and
consuming renewable energy locally



Current status

Several EU countries are implementing the EU directive 

Italy is at the forefront of this new market thanks to: 

the adoption of
the EU directive* 

a 20 years
fixed subsidy

+900% web
research increase

*active since 2020 with the DL 199
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How do they work?

SAVE
MONEY
by reducing the

electricity bill

MAKE
MONEY
by selling energy to

the neighbours

GO
GREEN

by consuming 100%
Renewable energy



You are in the game, again #2



32

Mainly
bureaucracy
and long
processes

How many renewable energy communities
are active in Italy?

Which are the main problems that are
blocking the creation of energy communities?

Anyone guessed it?
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Our pillars

Turn our
users into

eco-heroes
Leave no-one

behind
Democratise

the energy
sector

By using 100% renewable energy In order to have a fair transition Empowering them with knowledge
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The pilot with Renaissance

Residential energy community
formed by neighbors producing and
sharing solar energy with each other

Pozzolatico (Florence)

Currently 3 prosumers and 7 consumers
Due to current technical limitations

Real example of community where
people know each other

Total capacity of 21 kWp installed
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Our takeaways

We worked with a strongly motivated
and skilled team

Support from the technical team,
that also led to a pubblication

Focused on a community-driven
scalable and replicable approach

We understood the importance of
really focusing on the users

The power of opening up the network and being able to
confront on several important themes with European experts



“Empower everyone, everywhere, to produce

and consume 100% renewable energy locally”



Do you have questions?



db@energiacollettiva.com

www.energiacollettiva.com

Want to join the
energy revolution to
save the planet? 

 Follow us on our channels

 Contact us, call us, spam us

 Become an eco-hero


